VAVIS RF Gateway VT-G is converter Gateway required to integrate Vavis Touch
Lighting Automation Panels with any 3rd party automation controller/processor.
VAVIS Panels are compatible with Control4, RTI, Crestron, Fibaro, Elan, Eloka and
any other controller having RS232 or TCP port. The integration drivers for Control4,
RTI and Eloka are ready for integration. The plugins are also available for Fibaro.
All the VAVIS panels are with in-built RF module and communicate with VAVIS
Gateway over RF and converts the RF data to RS232/RS485 or TCP

VT-G

Technical Speciﬁcations :
Operating Voltage
Operating Temp
Frequency
LED Indications

: 9 to 12 DC
: 0 to 55ºC
: 50 - 60 Hz
: Power, RF, RS485 & RS232
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WARRANTY
VAVIS Products are warrantied against all manufacturing defects for a period of 12 months from the date of purchase (In
case of any complaints please contact your dealer). Warranty is not applicable to rubber / plastic parts, glass, chipping /
peeling of paint, coating, breakage and any other damage due to transportation, mishandling & negligence, normal wear and
tear and tampering by unauthorised person or in case the serial number is altered / defaced or tampered with, other
conditions subject to the above, the unit should be brought to the nearest Dealer or our Works at your cost along with the
Warranty Card issued by the dealer with his seal and signature.
LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL LOSS OR DAMAGE IS NEITHER ACCEPTED NOR IMPLIED.
LIMITED WARRANTY
Seller does not represent that the product may not be compromised or circumvented; that the product will prevent any
personal injury or property loss, fire or otherwise; or that the product will in all cases provide adequate warning or protection.
Buyer understands that a properly installed and maintained may only reduce the risk of fire or other events occurring, but it is
not insurance or a guarantee that such will not occur or that there will be no personal injury or property loss as a result.
Consequently, Seller shall have no liability for any personal injury, property damage or other loss based on a claim
the product failed. However, if Seller is held liable, whether directly or indirectly, for any loss or damage arising
under this limited warranty or otherwise, regardless of cause or origin, Seller’s maximum liability shall not in any
case exceed the purchase price of the product, while shall be the complete and exclusive remedy against Seller.
We reserve the rights to modify “ The Design & Specifications ” of the products without prior notice.
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